
implicit
[ımʹplısıt] a

1. (in)
1) подразумеваемый, не выраженный прямо, имплицитный

implicit threat - скрытая угроза
implicit consent [rebuke] - молчаливое согласие [-ый укор]

2) потенциальный
a sculptor may see different figures implicit in a block of stone - глядя на камень, скульптор видит различные фигуры, которые
могут быть высечены из него

3) мат. неявный
implicit function - неявная функция

2. безоговорочный, полный, безусловный
implicit belief /confidence, faith/ - слепая вера
implicit obedience - слепое повиновение
implicit trust - полное доверие

Apresyan (En-Ru)

implicit
im·pli·cit AW BrE [ɪmˈplɪsɪt] NAmE [ɪmˈplɪsɪt] adjective
1. ~ (in sth) suggested without being directly expressed

• Implicit in his speech was the assumption that they were guilty.
• implicit criticism
2. ~ (in sth) forming part of sth (although perhaps not directly expressed)

• The ability to listen is implicit in the teacher's role.
3. complete and not doubted

Syn:↑absolute

• She had the implicit trust of her staff.

compare ↑explicit

Derived Word: ↑implicitly

Word Origin:
[implicit implicitly ] late 16th cent.: from French implicite or Latin implicitus , later form of implicatus ‘entwined’ , past participle of
implicare, from in- ‘in’ + plicare ‘to fold’.

Example Bank:
• These assumptions are implicit in his writing.
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implicit
im pli cit AC /ɪmˈplɪsət, ɪmˈplɪsɪt/ BrE AmE adjective

[Word Family: noun: ↑explicitness ; adverb: ↑explicitly ≠↑implicitly ; adjective: ↑explicit ≠↑implicit ]

[Word Family: adverb: ↑implicitly ≠↑explicitly ; adjective: ↑implicit ≠↑explicit ]

[Date: 1500-1600; Language: Latin; Origin: implicatus, past participle of implicare; ⇨↑implicate]

1. suggested or understood without being stated directly OPP explicit
implicit criticism /threat/assumption

Her words contained an implicit threat.
His statement is being seen as implicit criticism of the work of research laboratories.

2. formal forming a central part of something, but without being openly stated
implicit in

Confidentiality is implicit in your relationship with a counselor.
3. complete and containing no doubts

implicit faith/trust/belief
They had implicit faith in his powers.

—implicitly adverb:
They believed implicitly in their own superiority.
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